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ABSTRACT – Discourses in the Institutionalization of Spanish Teaching 
in Niterói/RJ. The paper problematizes the curriculum as a space of power 
and production of subjectivities committed to different basic education 
projects, starting from the process of institutionalizing the teaching of 
Spanish in municipal schools of Niterói/RJ - understanding it as a result of 
discursive conflicts. To this end, the discursive view of language is articu-
lated with the cartographic perspective, in order to map the process of sig-
nifying the teaching of a foreign language amidst linguistic and cognitive 
policies. The analyzes are dedicated to the curricular framework, the text-
book and the evaluation and show a clash between visions of (teaching of) 
language, from structural to utilitarian, aimed at training for the market.
Keywords: Curriculum. Evaluation. Spanish Teaching. Cognitive Policies.

RESUMO – Discursos na Institucionalização do Ensino de Espanhol em 
Niterói/RJ. O artigo problematiza o currículo como espaço de poder e de 
produção de subjetividades comprometido com diferentes projetos de for-
mação básica, partindo do processo de institucionalização do ensino de 
Espanhol na rede municipal de Niterói/RJ – situado no cerne de conflitos 
discursivos. Para tal, articula-se a visão discursiva de linguagem à perspec-
tiva cartográfica, com vistas a mapear o processo de significação do ensino 
de uma língua estrangeira em meio a políticas linguísticas e cognitivas. As 
análises dedicam-se ao referencial curricular, ao livro didático e à avalia-
ção e evidenciam um embate entre visões de (ensino de) língua, das estrut-
urais às utilitaristas, voltadas à formação para o mercado.
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Introduction

The contemporary scenario is brimming with attacks against 
public education and political struggles to determine what must (not) 
be included in school curricula and pedagogical practices. Neocolonial 
discourses have encroached upon the educational debate, where they 
often fuel exclusionary, market-oriented actions1. This text, produced 
amidst that panorama, discusses the implementation of Spanish as a 
curricular component in the final years of Elementary Education (En-
sino Fundamental) in municipal schools located in the city of Niterói. 
That implementation is here understood as the embodiment of a series 
of linguistic and cognitive policies which, in turn, point back to a pleth-
ora of discursive conflicts and conceptions about foreign languages and 
about their importance in Basic Education.

The issue we address is made even more relevant in view of the 
shrinking plurilingualism of Brazilian curricular policies. While neo-
liberal discourses unwaveringly assume that English teaching is in-
strumental in preparing a new workforce for the Brazilian job market 
(Souza, 2019), Spanish teaching finds itself increasingly enfeebled in 
Basic Education, even as the language grows ever more ubiquitous in 
everyday Brazilian life. This setback can be partly attributed to Law 
13.415/2017 – which established the compulsory teaching of English in 
High School (Ensino Médio) and in the final years of Elementary Educa-
tion –, as well as to some of its reverberations, namely: a) the publica-
tion of a National Common Curricular Core (BNCC), which suppressed 
the ‘Modern Foreign Languages’ curricular component and replaced it 
with English; and b) the removal of Spanish from the National School 
Coursebook Program (PNLD). 

In the Niterói municipal network, the implementation of Spanish 
in the final years of Elementary Education took place in 2011, a time 
when this curricular component was in nationwide expansion. It is our 
interest to focus on that context, mapping and scrutinizing the conflicts 
which emerged in relation to how foreign language teaching ought to 
be constituted and of which formative projects it ought to be aligned 
with. In other words, we wish to advance an understanding of foreign 
languages as curricular components which are part and parcel of larg-
er, broader formative enterprises, and whose underpinning linguistic 
conceptions reveal their alignment with practices that are more or less 
committed to linguistic education2.

We have developed an interventionist, cartographic movement 
(Barros; Kastrup, 2012), premised on the centrality of our own gaze in 
the constitution of our research objects. Our own memories and experi-
ences have prompted us to analyse utterances and discourses about the 
implementation of Spanish in Niterói’s municipal schools. Intervention 
occurs throughout the analytical flow, taking the shape of reflections 
about the common plan3 of curricular construction, here regarded as a 
territory of struggles (Arroyo, 2011).
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Our analytical corpus encompasses a discursive field (Maingue-
neau, 2008) composed of the following utterances: a) the Spanish Lan-
guage Curricular References for the city of Niterói; b) the coursebook 
adopted in the first years after the language was introduced in the 
network; and c) the Spanish-language exam which, in 2013, integrated 
Niterói’s Educational Assessment System (SAEN) – the first large-scale 
evaluation in the network. We both worked as teachers in Niterói be-
tween 2011 and 2014/2015; as such, we were part of the ongoing insti-
tutionalization effort. We assisted with the elaboration of the second 
version of the Curricular References and, crucially, we participated di-
rectly through our work in the classroom.

The text begins by historicizing the teaching of Spanish in Bra-
zil and underscoring its alignment with different educational, linguis-
tic and cognitive policies. Afterwards, as we introduce our analytical 
framework, we draw connections between curricular and assessment 
studies; and we present the discursive view of language (Maingueneau, 
2008; 2015) and the concept of cognitive policies (Kastrup, 2005; 2012), 
both of which orient our readings.

A Cartography of Linguistic, Cognitive and Educational 
Policies in the Teaching of Spanish

There is a process of institutionalization which structures the 
socio-historical constitution of any curricular component. This process 
establishes organizational goals and favors specific forms of knowl-
edge; cultural practices; cognitive, interactional and discursive stan-
dards; as well as belief systems and structures of expectation (Gerhardt, 
2013). Thus, before specifically addressing the implementation of Span-
ish in Niterói’s municipal schools, we must produce a cartography of 
how Spanish was constituted as a curricular component in Brazil. By 
doing so, we hope to shed light upon discourses which, despite having 
emerged in specific timeframes, propagated meanings about language 
(teaching) which also inform more contemporary processes.

As argued by Rajagopalan (2003), any debate on language teach-
ing includes an inextricable political element. A language becomes 
constituted as a curricular component by means of countless interac-
tions between clashing educational, political and cognitive policies. 
These policies, in turn, emerge as a result of interdiscursive struggles 
(Maingueneau, 2008), i.e., ongoing negotiations between different 
standpoints which can either materialize in official proceedings or oc-
cur in everyday discursive practices, including those of teachers and 
students.  

As we map such trajectories, our goal is to foreground the discur-
sive field in which different foreign language teaching policies interact. 
We approach that field as

[...] a set of discursive formations which are in competi-
tion as they reciprocally delimit one another in a given 
region of the discursive universe. ‘Competition’ must be 
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understood broadly: it includes open conflict and alli-
ance, seeming neutrality etc… Between discourses which 
possess the same social function, but diverge about how it 
should be performed (Maingueneau, 2008, p. 34).

Our attention is centered on the discursive positionings which 
compose the educational-political field and which, by doing so, engen-
der specific teaching/learning dynamics and produce friction between 
cognitive policies. This last concept hinges on the idea that a concep-
tion of learning always arises from pedagogical discourses and prac-
tices. According to Kastrup (2012, p. 56), a cognitive policy is “[…] a par-
ticular relationship with knowledge, with the world, and with oneself.” 
Arguing that the construction of knowledge, the production of subjec-
tivities and the realm of politics are all inseparable from one another, 
Kastrup (2005; 2012) writes that our ideas about knowledge and learn-
ing are more than mere theoretical stances; rather, they actively config-
ure cognitive policies.

Cognitive policies can emerge as: a) policies of recognition (or 
representation), which posit that worlds and subjects pre-exist learning 
situations and that these, in turn, should revolve around logical, rule-
governed problem solving; or b) policies of invention, which treat worlds 
and subjectivities as the effect of practices. According to this second 
perspective, learning occurs not through problem-solving, but through 
problem -invention, that is, through a series of practices of knowing 
(Kastrup, 2005; 2012). Cognitive policies become apparent in our daily 
practices, but also in public policies (in this case, educational and lin-
guistic ones). They integrate the competitive relationships (Maingue-
neau, 2008) which are the backbone of any discursive field.

Let us now revisit our discursive field and examine which con-
trasting perspectives have informed the implementation of different 
foreign language teaching policies in Brazil. In our country, foreign lan-
guage teaching can be traced back to colonization itself (Daher; 2006); 
yet, since we are primarily concerned with the constitution of Spanish 
as a curricular component, let us begin by turning to what Celada and 
González (2000) call a founding gesture: the process whereby Spanish 
became institutionalized, starting with Antenor Nascentes’ 1919 entry 
into Colégio Pedro II.

In 1934, Nascentes published the first Spanish grammar for Bra-
zilian students. The book, heavily influenced by the contrastive prin-
ciple (Daher, 2006), became the main reference for Spanish teaching 
in the country. It soon served as a basis for the construction of Brazil’s 
first Spanish teaching manual, published by Idel Becker in 1945. These 
movements ushered in a conception about Spanish teaching in Brazil—
one focused on the contrasts and differences between Portuguese and 
Spanish (Celada; González, 2000). On that issue, Vargas (2017, p. 141) 
writes that

[...] a cognitive policy was thus inaugurated about how 
and why the Spanish language ought to be taught to Bra-
zilians – a cognitive policy which, indeed, bears the mark 
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of recognition. Despite stressing the necessity of using ev-
eryday genres, languages are understood as pre-existing 
and self-contained; and learners, who exist outside lan-
guages, must compare them to broaden their knowledge 
and address their own difficulties. These difficulties, by 
virtue of occurring within languages and not in learners 
themselves, are also pre-existing.

It was only in 1942, with the so-called Capanema Reform and the 
enactment of the Organic Law of Secondary Education, that Spanish 
was converted into a compulsory curricular component. It is no acci-
dent that it replaced German and began to be offered in the first year of 
secondary Classic or Scientific degrees, for fewer weekly hours than the 
other languages: French, English, Latin and Greek (Daher, 2006; Frei-
tas; Barreto, 2007). Daher (2006) reminds us that the Capanema Reform 
also advocated the adoption of the Direct Method, which emphasizes 
spoken language, in the form of brief conversations and reading exer-
cises, and only later incorporates written activities. The Direct Method 
was the first to pursue a holistic treatment of the so-called four skills 
(listening, speaking, reading and writing, in that order); nonetheless, 
it was not enthusiastically embraced by teachers, who still favored the 
Grammar-Translation Method (Leffa, 1988). 

While a change in methodology does not, per se, alter the cogni-
tive policies underlying the teaching of a language, this is a remarkable 
example of how theoretical-methodological perspectives, even when 
forcibly imposed by legal means, may not be fully adopted by field par-
ticipants. This phenomenon corroborates the aforementioned notion of 
competition as a process which produces both struggles and alliances.

The first Law of Guidelines and Bases of Education (LDB), passed 
in 1961, did not allude to foreign language teaching. Consequently, 
Spanish progressively shrank in importance across school curricula 
and, since its presence and relevance had not been entirely consolidat-
ed, practically disappeared at a certain point (Daher, 2006; Rodrigues, 
2010). In 1971, a new LDB suggested that foreign languages could be 
selected by State Educational Councils (CEE); then, in 1976, Resolution 
58/76 of the National Education Council established that foreign lan-
guages were mandatory in the common core of Secondary Education, 
and recommended in Primary Education. Each CEE, however, was still 
tasked with choosing which language to teach, which caused the status 
of Spanish to remain largely the same (Rodrigues, 2010; Freitas, 2011).

In the 1980s, a significant transformation was underway. As Span-
ish Teachers Associations were founded, a number of voices demanded 
the inclusion of Spanish in municipal and state schools across the coun-
try. In Rio de Janeiro, a movement spearheaded by the state’s Spanish 
Teachers Association succeeded in passing legislation which estab-
lished the teaching of Spanish as mandatory in Primary and Secondary 
Education, both in municipal and state schools (Daher, 2006; Freitas; 
Barreto, 2007). While offer itself has certainly been expanded in public 
school networks ever since, such laws – which are still in force – remain 
widely disregarded.
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The 1996 LDB altered the state of foreign languages in school cur-
ricula by defining that any foreign language selected by the school com-
munity had to be included as a mandatory curricular component in the 
second half of Elementary Education. In High School, schools should 
attempt to offer another foreign language as an optional class (Freitas; 
Barreto, 2007; Rodrigues, 2010). Once again, this did not immediately 
affect the official status of the Spanish language – after all, the LDB did 
not explicitly name which languages had to be taught –, but, amidst on-
going pressure by Associations and ever-strengthening Mercosul ties, 
Spanish teaching gradually became more prevalent.

In 1998, the Brazilian government published the National Cur-
ricular Parameters (PCNs), which helped regulate the incorporation of 
Spanish in curricula across the country. The PCNs underscored the so-
cial importance of teaching Spanish and defined schools as the ideal 
context for the language to be learned. In face of students’ most press-
ing needs and of schools’ infrastructural limitations, the document pre-
scribed that emphasis should be placed on the development of reading 
skills (Brasil, 1998). 

In the same year, Instituto Cervantes4 opened its doors in Brazil, 
where it sought to train new teachers. As this constituted a violation 
of national laws (Freitas, 2011), the project soon floundered, but there 
were many occasions on which the Institute attempted to participate in 
teacher formation, always reinforcing a set of colonial and recognitive 
practices which have never entirely disappeared from curricular strug-
gles. This happened, for instance, in the Niterói municipal network in 
20115. As this example illustrates, language teaching in Brazil has al-
ways been shaped by clashing and competing views.

In 2005, the enactment of Law 11.161 followed up on the LDB and 
instituted that Spanish should necessarily be offered in High School, 
with students free to take it as an optional class. From that moment on, 
the Ministry of Education (MEC) started to implement a series of poli-
cies which furthered the expansion of Spanish teaching in both public 
and private networks. It was in that context that, in 2011, Spanish was 
introduced as a curricular component in Niterói’s municipal schools. 
Other classes had their workload adjusted and Spanish became a com-
pulsory curricular component alongside English, with all students hav-
ing to take it for 1.5 hours a week during the final years of Elementary 
Education. Naturally, workload definitions and time constraints all 
affect curricula; as such, they also constitute areas of struggle. These 
changes were soon criticized by students and teachers from other ar-
eas, whose number of weekly hours had been reduced. Break-time was 
also abbreviated so that Spanish could be assimilated into the existing 
timetables.

The cartography we have drawn illuminates the ways in which 
different discursive clashes impacted the establishment of foreign lan-
guages – and of Spanish – as curricular components. Contrastive and 
utilitarian perspectives, sociolinguistic and neocolonial enterprises all 
participated in the language’s expansion throughout the educational 
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circuit. Crucially, however, such conflicts and collisions were hardly 
successful in disrupting the prevailing policy of recognition (Kastrup, 
2005; 2012). In particular, the legal instruments and components which 
structure public policies still tend to assume the existence of a pre-ex-
isting world, and to impose specific perspectives and procedures upon 
the subjects who directly experience the everyday materialization of 
these curricular components.

Since our analysis cannot fully account for all the relationships 
which compose this discursive field (Maingueneau, 2008), our discus-
sion will now specifically turn to the utterances mentioned in the Intro-
duction. By focusing on the interdiscursive relationships which emerge 
as these utterances interact with and affect one another, we shall exam-
ine which perspectives and policies have guided the implementation of 
Spanish in Niterói’s municipal schools.

Privileges of Knowledge in the Spanish Curricular Matrix

The Niterói municipal network put out two versions of its Cur-
ricular References for the Teaching of Spanish. The first one, the 2010 
Curricular References: A Collective Construction, published in 2011 and 
instituted by Administrative Rule FME 085/2011, was elaborated before 
teachers themselves had arrived in schools. The second, which con-
figures our analytical focus, was co-constructed in 2012 by a group of 
Spanish teachers from the municipal network who volunteered for the 
task6.

Given our alignment with studies in both Language and Educa-
tion, we understand that foreign language curricula take shape through 
a process informed by an array of educational, linguistic and cognitive 
policies – and, consequently, by the clashing discourses which consti-
tute each of these policies. From an educational viewpoint, the curricu-
lum can be viewed as the final outcome of a selection, as a social in-
vention produced by a historical process. As such, it cannot be divorced 
from issues of power and identity7 (Silva, 2009). 

Curricula are inseparable from mutually antagonizing con-
ceptions, values and understandings about teachers’ and students’ 
functions; about the role of instructional material; about the aims of 
pedagogical practice and of Basic Education; and so forth. Ultimately, 
curricular documents – whether they are local, regional or national – 
are the upshot of such discursive and non-discursive conflicts, i.e., 
of processes which necessarily campaign for or marginalize specific 
forms of knowledge.

On that same note, Silva (2009) maintains that curricula are not 
ready-made, self-evident objects; rather, they are constructed, and 
made meaning of, by positing a particular viewpoint as true. Arguing 
that knowledge is inherent in power mechanisms, the author writes 
that “[…] the curriculum is inextricably, centrally, vitally linked to the 
issue of who we are, of who we become: our identity, our subjectivity” 
(Silva, 2009, p. 15). This theoretical stance, which we espouse in this pa-
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per, accentuates the relevance of our study, insofar as it assigns to the 
curriculum – in view of everything it values or effaces – the potential 
to produce subjectivities. To put it differently, the curriculum is part of 
a political-educational device (Souza, 2019) which participates in the 
production of subjects. Every curricular structure requires our atten-
tion and warrants an analysis of what its composition legitimizes and 
what kind of citizenship it promotes.

In addition, according to Language Studies, each curriculum 
can be viewed as an utterance produced by a particular enunciator (as 
a rule, an institutional enunciator, whose seemingly unisonous voice 
simulates consensus) at a specific point in time and space. It follows 
that meaning, rather than intrinsically inhabiting words themselves, is 
produced across a myriad of enunciative situations, and always vis-à-
vis social and historical relations that these situations engender and are 
engendered by. Thus,

Any participant of the discursive debate assumes the 
existence of an intimate association between language 
(broadly understood, i.e., the semiotic resources which 
are available in a given society), communicative activ-
ity, and knowledge (in its many individual and collec-
tive forms, which are mobilized in meaning-making) 
(Maingueneau, 2015, p. 30).

With that in mind, let us now turn to our discussion of the Spanish 
Curricular References. Our analysis will make use of Bakhtin’s notion 
of speech genres, which helps us to examine language as it operates in 
the social world. According to Bakhtin (2011), each and every utterance 
takes the shape of a speech genre – i.e., a form of discourse that is social-
ly shared and relatively stable in terms of its compositional structure, 
subject matter, and style. 

Bakhtin adds that the characteristics of each genre point to ex-
isting relationships between utterances and specific forms of human 
activity. Thus, by looking at these elements, we might be able to identify 
meanings that are being constructed about the nature of the activity 
itself – namely, in our case, foreign language teaching. As we scruti-
nize curricular matrixes from a genre-based perspective, for example, 
it soon stands out that curricular utterances tend to be presented as 
tables, which seek to objectively and pragmatically define the nature of 
a given curricular component. Such documents construct educational 
practices as controllable, objectivȩ  and subject to prescription; they also 
conceal the constellation of discursive conflicts which characterize the 
process of curricular construction. 

A close-up analysis of the compositional aspect of the matrix re-
veals that, despite the fact that contents are displayed in a table – which 
produces a meaning effect of objectivity –, the information which is 
presented distinguishes this table from the ones employed by other 
networks:
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Table 1 – Reproduction of the Spanish Curricular Matrix for the 6th 
grade of Elementary Education

Subject Matters
(6th grade)

Skills / Practices of 
Citizenship

Specific Skills Some Methodologi-
cal Suggestions

FOREIGN LAN-
GUAGE: SPANISH 
– CURRICULAR 

CONTENTS

*Predominant Tex-
tual Typology: De-
scription

- The Alphabet, from 
A to Z

- Everyday Greetings 
(saying hello, saying 
t ha n k you, say ing 
goodbye)

- Social Words and 
Phrases

- Countries and Na-
tionalities

- Personal Pronouns

- Forms of Treatment 
(Formal and Infor-
mal) 

- Basic Punctuation

- Irregular Verbs (ser 
/ estar / tener): Simple 
Present

- Pronominal Verb 
(llamarse): Simple 
Present

- Regular Verbs: Sim-
ple Present

- Cardinal Numbers 
from 0 to 100

- Def inite and In-
definite Articles and 
Contractions 

- Understanding and 
appreciating the im-
portance of Modern 
Foreign Languages 
in human commu-
nication and inter-
action

- Recog ni zing t he 
importance of Mod-
er n Foreig n L a n-
g u a ge s i n u nder-
standing the world 
and other cultures

- Reflecting on, un-
derstanding and ap-
preciating cultural 
d i v e r s i t y  w i t h i n 
one’s countr y and 
between countries 
w it h t he sa me of-
ficial language

-  Un d e r s t a n d i n g 
the formative role of 
language in the con-
stitution of human 
beings

-  A c k n o w l e d g i n g 
that learning a Mod-
er n Foreig n L a n-
g uage promotes a 
greater understand-
ing of other peoples 
and cultures

- Reading and under-
standing texts with 
short conversations

- Adequately em-
ploy i ng e ver yd ay 
greetings

-  U s i n g  S p a n i s h 
words and phrases in 
a range of everyday 
situations (introduc-
ing oneself, saying 
thank you, asking to 
be excused, apolo-
gizing etc.)
 
- Adequately recog-
nizing and employ-
ing Spanish words 
and phrases when 
referring to coun-
tries and nationali-
ties, special celebra-
tions, cultural traits 
and traditions

- Inferring the mean-
i ng of word s a nd 
phrases related to 
Spa n ish-spea k i ng 
countries

- Reading and un-
dersta nding shor t 
descr ipt ive tex t s, 
and identifying their 
main parts

- Adequately recog-
nizing and employ-
ing Spanish words 
and phrases to de-
scribe the cultural 
d iversit y i n one’s 
country (eating hab-
its, spatial locations, 
weather, geograph-
ic aspects, ways of 
dressing etc.)

- Recognizing and 
e m p l o y i n g  v e r b 
tenses, aspects and 
mo de s r el ate d to 
each topic

- Ident i f y i ng sig-
n i f ic a nt d at e s i n 
one’s country and in 
Spa n ish-spea k i ng 
countries

- Ident i f y i ng a nd 
locat i ng Spa n ish-
speaking countries 
on a map

- Resea rch i ng (i n 
magazines, books, 
m o v i e s ,  o n l i n e ) 
a b o u t  S p a n i s h -
speaking countries 
i n order to le a r n 
about and highlight 
aspects of local cul-
ture

- Working with Span-
ish-language songs 
to recognize specific 
sounds and under-
line dif ferences in 
pronunciation

- Researching Span-
ish-lang uage song 
ly r ics about one’s 
ow n cou nt r y a nd 
identifying specific 
themes 

Source: Referencial Curricular de Língua Espanhola (Prefeitura Municipal de 
Niterói, 2012).
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The names of the first two columns seem to suggest a convergence 
between the Matrix and the National Curricular Parameters (PCNs). In-
deed, the former seems to underscore the issue of citizenship, whereas 
the latter defines the following themes as central: 

[...] citizenship, critical awareness vis-à-vis language 
and the sociopolitical aspects of learning a Foreign Lan-
guage. These themes are intertwined with the transversal 
themes proposed by the National Curricular Parameters. 
Notably, at school, language learning can be used as a 
space for students to understand the various forms of liv-
ing the human experience (Brasil, 1998, p. 15).

Yet, upon closer inspection, the meaning ascribed to the phrase 
subject matters seems to be more closely related to the notion of lin-
guistic content, and lexico-grammatical topics are here outlined as if 
in a structuralist, communicative syllabus. In other words, the Subject 
Matters column features a collection of linguistic items which might as 
well be subsumed under headings such as Text Linguistics, Lexicon, and 
Grammar. The first would encompass items like Predominant Textual 
Typology: Description; the second, Everyday Greetings (saying hello, say-
ing thank you, saying goodbye); the third, Personal Pronouns, Forms of 
Treatment (Formal and Informal), and Basic Punctuation.

The second column, on the other hand, focuses on the skills and 
practices of citizenship, thereby echoing similar concerns voiced by the 
PCNs. While this alignment is confirmed upon closer inspection, it is 
important to note that, by divorcing the skills of citizenship from so-
called subject matters, the Matrix reinforces a long-standing separation 
which overvalues linguistic content. These skills may be touched upon, 
but, per se, they are not treated as knowledge, and the privileges of sys-
temic linguistic proficiency are once again reiterated.

This supports the idea that, in the construction of a single cur-
ricular matrix, educational public policies clash and compete with 
traditional understandings of what it means to teach or learn a foreign 
language. Indeed, as the second version of Niterói’s Curricular Matrix 
was being (re)created, conflicts like this one emerged recurrently. The 
structure of the document could not be changed; nor, by extension, 
could the conceptions which underpinned it. As we compare the first 
two columns, we can see that themes themselves appear in the column 
reserved for the skills and practices of citizenship, and not in the one 
reserved for subject matters. In short, efforts were made to promote 
critical reflection about issues related to students’ social lives, but the 
overall organization of the Matrix implies a contrast between structural 
content and critical education.

The Specific Skills column gives us clues about what is considered 
to be specific to the teaching of Spanish. Once again, an understand-
ing of language as a structure and as a communicative instrument is 
fortified as the document enumerates elements which are mostly re-
lated to the study of the linguistic system (i.e., grammar and lexicon). 
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As we have already discussed, this represents an endorsement of the 
linguistic-cognitive policy which has historically informed foreign lan-
guage teaching. Examples of this affiliation include items such as ad-
equately employing everyday greetings (6th grade); naming, in writing and 
orally, people and objects by referring to family pictures or illustrations (7th 
grade); and adequately recognizing and employing Spanish words and 
phrases to talk about leisure activities and spaces (8th grade).

Finally, the last column of each Matrix, called Some Methodologi-
cal Suggestions, outlines a few possible activities, but does not directly 
recommend specific ways of approaching the topics listed in the other 
sections of the table. Some of the suggestions prioritize systemic lin-
guistic knowledge, whereas others emphasize forms of genre-based 
written production. These last ones, however, only illuminate the Cur-
ricular References’ overall lack of cohesion, since the Matrix never pro-
poses that students should study these same genres beforehand. These 
are exercises in reproduction, not in critical reflection about the social 
role of language. The column also hinges on a structuralist approach, 
with most recommendations focusing on lexical or grammatical as-
pects, such as working with Spanish-language songs to recognize specific 
sounds and underline differences in pronunciation (6th grade).

As we have seen, this curricular proposal is underpinned by a view 
of teaching which, more often than not, values superficial, decontextu-
alized, systemic knowledge. Qualitatively, most of the Matrix upholds 
a structuralistic, communicative view of language teaching, insofar as 
the contents, specific skills and activities presented all involve recog-
nizing and employing grammar and lexicon. Official discourse consoli-
dates the logic of recognition that has informed the teaching of Spanish 
since its founding gestures, and very little room is left for treating lan-
guage as a trove of meaning-making possibilities – a tool with which to 
see and invent both the world and ourselves. Ultimately, in short, the 
engagement of foreign language classes in an emancipatory project for 
Basic Education remains jeopardized. 

The Case of the Coursebook amidst Curricular Clashes

Following our cartography, we now turn to the coursebook cho-
sen by the Niterói municipal network. Once again, our overarching goal 
is to investigate which views on language inform official, curricular, 
prescriptive proposals – which compose our discursive field – and, by 
doing so, to produce an understanding of how, as suggested by Vargas 
(2017), a curricular component becomes integrated into a school culture. 

We first encountered this specific collection in 2012. At the time, 
in a meeting conducted by the Spanish department, we were introduced 
to the material, which had been selected by an interdisciplinary coor-
dinating committee. Teachers themselves had not been consulted, and, 
because the collection had not been included in the National School 
Coursebook Program (PNLD), the books had had to be purchased with 
the municipal government’s own funds. In fact, during the 2011 PNLD, 
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Spanish had still not been officially assimilated into the network’s cur-
riculum. The collection, named Ventana al Español (Almeida; Amen-
dola, 2011), was produced after the 2011 PNLD, but it was not included 
in the 2014 PNLD. That is not to say, exactly, that it was not approved in 
2014, since the Ministry of Education never publishes a full list of re-
jected works.

Curricula are also what we made of them (Silva, 2009). They ma-
terialize not only through the implementation of curricular matrixes, 
but also through the selection of coursebooks which, by defining what 
must be taught and learned within a particular curricular component, 
orient and prescribe both teachers’ and students’ classroom practices. 
Coursebooks can be understood as a microcosm of utterances which 
favor specific forms of knowledge and subscribe to specific ways of con-
ceiving (foreign) languages.

In this section, following in Vargas’ (2017) footsteps, our analy-
sis zooms in on a few fragments taken from the collection’s Teachers’ 
Manual – a document which officially presents the material to teach-
ers. We also examine how the collection is organized, since this too can 
shed light on the material’s underlying conceptions of language, teach-
ing and learning.

The following passage can be found in the Manual’s introduction. 
It delineates the theoretical-methodological views which inform the 
collection, and it also offers a few suggestions for classroom work:

This collection was constructed with the aim of promot-
ing meaningful Spanish learning […] and it relies on an 
understanding of foreign langauges as tools for commu-
nication and learning which enable students to join new 
discursive communities, broaden their worldviews and 
articulate their ideas clearly and confidently. […] The col-
lection offers students a range of authentic texts pertain-
ing to different types and genres, as well as a number of 
text-based activities whose goal is to insert students into 
situations of language use that are as real as possible. (Al-
meida; Amendola, 2011, p. 2).

Despite advancing an understanding of language as a commu-
nicative tool (something at odds with the National Curricular Param-
eters), the fragment suggests that students – and not the language itself 
– should take center stage. Language, it is argued, works by allowing 
students to amplify their worldviews and express their ideas. The im-
portance of text-based practice is also underscored, which is a signifi-
cant departure from the Curricular References’ primary focus on lexi-
co-grammatical components, i.e., the systemic aspects of language. 

Further, in a subsection called Visión de lenguaje y de lengua, the 
authors explain that their coursebook approaches language as “[…] a 
situated social and interactive activity (those who use the language al-
ways consider the audience they address or who has produced the origi-
nal utterance), so that historical and discursive aspects are interwoven 
and language is approached in its social, cognitive and historical di-
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mensions” (Almeida; Amendola, 2011, p. 2). Quoting Bakhtin, they add 
that, according to this conception, “[…] human beings use language to 
act in a social context; language is understood as a form of social en-
gagement, as a realm of interlocution which enables the emergence of 
different forms of action” (Almeida; Amendola, 2011, p. 2-3). 

The coursebook is thereby presented to teachers as embracing 
a more inventive perspective. Learning is understood as a process in 
which participants construct ways of acting in the world. These concep-
tions, of course, are startingly at odds with the ones introduced in the 
Curricular Matrix, which yet again highlights how different discursive 
standpoints interact and compete as they ascribe different meanings to 
foreign language teaching and learning.

When discussing assessment procedures and explaining how the 
material is organized, the authors cite the National Curricular Param-
eters as their theoretical foundation, which reinforces their affiliation 
with an official regulatory process (Vargas, 2017) – that is, despite the 
fact that the collection did not rank among the approved works for two 
consecutive PNLD cycles. Contrastingly, the very distribution of the 
coursebook’s contents antagonizes the municipal network’s official 
curricular proposal. In other words, given its interest in appealing to a 
wide audience, the coursebook subscribes to conceptions and discours-
es which are present in a nationally prescriptive document. Yet, inter-
estingly, it was chosen to be used in a context where local curricular 
orientations are not of a piece with the national guidelines.

Our analysis of how the book presents its sections to teachers re-
veals that such curricular clashes can also materialize in other ways. 
For instance, in terms of reading practice – which the National Cur-
ricular Parameters define as a priority –, the coursebook offers three 
different sections: ¿Qué sabes?; ¡A empezar! and Contextos. The first one 
seeks to “[...] determine students’ knowledge about the issue at hand” 
(Almeida; Amendola, 2011, p. 4) by having students engage with a series 
of pre-reading questions. The second, according to the Teacher’s Man-
ual, aims to develop students’ written and oral comprehension skills 
by having them first listen to a recorded reading of a text and, subse-
quently, read the text itself. The texts belong to different speech genres 
and gradually escalate in complexity. The purpose of this second sec-
tion is to encourage students to develop and employ “[...] reading strate-
gies which could help them to make inferences about texts, so that their 
analysis can be informed by their knowledge of texts and of the world” 
(Almeida; Amendola, 2011, p. 4).

While the coursebook explicitly aligns itself with the National 
Curricular Parameters (PCNs), that theoretical alignment is somewhat 
compromised by the fact that the texts presented to students (and not, 
say, the text-based activities students must complete) gradually esca-
late in complexity. In other words, even if reading practice is prioritized 
– as prescribed by the PCNs, although not by the municipal network’s 
own guidelines –, the collection suggests that linguistic practice should 
occur linearly – which contradicts the PCNs, but dovetails with the lin-
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earity advocated in the city’s Curricular References. Once again, this 
reveals that clashing discursive positionings and competing cognitive 
policies are part and parcel of foreign language teaching, and that cur-
ricular construction must be approached as a realm of divergence and 
antagonism. 

The last section, called Contextos, introduces additional ways for 
students to interact with texts. Here, “students are led to recognize dif-
ferent speech genres by means of activities which articulate reading 
comprehension and the analysis of the intrinsic components of each text 
type” (Almeida; Amendola, 2011, p. 5). Centered on speech genres and 
text types, this proposal draws the coursebook closer to a social under-
standing of language – i.e., to the same theoretical principles espoused 
by the National Curricular Parameters. Yet, a more in-depth analysis 
shows that the genre-based activities do not always continue to explore 
the main subject matter of each unit; nor do they necessarily work in 
tandem with the preceding sections. Such activities are presented as 
extra material and are notably absent, for instance, from revision units. 

A more panoramic analysis shows that the units in the collection 
are often named in accordance with the lexical content in focus. For 
example, in the 6th-grade coursebook, some of the units are called: El 
mundo habla español, Hola, ¿qué tal?, Hora de aprender, Lazos de famí-
lia, Cómo somos, Mi casa, tu casa. Just like in the Curricular References, 
emphasis is placed on systemic knowledge, which the coursebook con-
textualizes but partially (Vargas, 2017). Furthermore, it is worth noting 
that the subject matters developed in the collection neither fully mir-
ror the ones proposed by the city’s Curricular References, nor entirely 
embrace the transversal themes established in the National Curricular 
Parameters. They seem more conducive to the study of lexicon or of lin-
guistic structures than to the promotion of a social understanding of 
language as an instrument of citizenship.

Unit organization is standardized and remains stable even in 
terms of the number of pages dedicated to each section. This attempt to 
control the learning process seems arguably inconsistent with the theo-
retical framework cited by the collection. The following table enumer-
ates the sections which can be found in each unit:

Table 2 – Ventana al Español – sections

Section Emphasis

Opening (a) a double page featuring an image and three subsections: 
Serás capaz de… (presents the goals for the unit); ¿Qué sabes? 
(introduces questions to activate previous knowledge about 
the subject matter); and A empezar (students listen to studio-
recorded conversations or readings of texts taken from the 
Internet or other sources, which may or may not have been 
adapted, and answer questions about the recording);

(b) a written version of the text to which students have lis-
tened, as well as a set of reading questions.

Cajón de letras lexicon (as a rule, word lists and/or repetition-based exer-
cises).
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Acércate grammatical elements (presented in tables and lists; also, 
usage examples accompanied by illustrations of decontex-
tualized scenes) and activities which are mostly restricted 
to the sentence level. 

Lengua en uso communicative words or phrases (para pedir permiso, para 
presentar a otra persona, etc.); listening and role-playing 
exercises.

Contextos reading questions and short writing activities based on 
speech genres.

Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

In addition to illustrating the already-mentioned attempt to ex-
ert control over the learning process, this distribution exemplifies 
how different understandings of language compete within one same 
coursebook. Different though they may be, such conceptions converge 
towards a policy of recognition: learners are given little room to think 
about their own status as subjects who are learning a language and who 
can use it to constitute themselves and the world around them. This 
perspective, which is compatible with the Curricular References, is 
made clear by the emphasis given to sentence-level lexical and gram-
matical elements.  

Texts occupy clearly circumscribed positions, playing a cen-
tral role in the opening and closing of each unit. While such texts may 
have been chosen or created according to the vocabulary they contain, 
reading and listening activities do, in some cases, go beyond focusing 
on lexicon and grammar (Vargas, 2017). Yet, in keeping with the city’s 
Curricular References, grammar and lexicon are mostly treated as de-
contextualized elements, and specific lexico-grammatical items being 
taught are, more often than not, notably absent from the texts read by 
students. Finally, in the last section, the texts which support genre-
based activities can be understood as extra elements, detached from 
each unit’s broader architecture (something reminiscent of the way ty-
pologies are presented in a decontextualized fashion in the city’s cur-
ricular proposal). 

Conceptions of foreign language teaching remains rather crystal-
lized. Learning is believed to happen through repetition and interac-
tion, and students are expected to reproduce systematized formulae. 
Although the National Curricular Parameters are mentioned as a guid-
ing instance, the document is only present as a simulacrum (Maingue-
neau, 2008). While different forms of knowledge inevitably interact and 
clash with one another in the process of constructing a curricular ut-
terance, the coursebook echoes the decades-old perspectives adopted 
by the Curricular References. At times, in a somewhat timid alignment 
with Text Linguistics, the collection does enable a more critical study 
of texts; similarly, voices present in the Curricular References do occa-
sionally advance a view of language as key to the development of citi-
zenship. Nonetheless, our analysis suggests that, in both cases, a tra-
ditional understanding of language and foreign language teaching still 
predominates.
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The role of the SAEN in Spanish Curricular Policies

This section foregrounds the discursive debates which occur 
around the issue of the curriculum, highlighting how they relate to dis-
cussions on the topic of assessment. Curricular guidelines and assess-
ment procedures are markedly intertwined: as they complement and 
antagonize each other, they both enable educational, linguistic and 
cognitive policies to materialize in classrooms:

What is assessed and how it is assessed are decisions pre-
mised on the competences, skills and forms of knowledge 
that are favored or undervalued by curricula. The values 
and logics of assessment mirror the values, logics and hi-
erarchies which select and organize knowledge in curri-
cula. Conversely, whatever takes pride of place in local or 
national exams determines the competences and forms 
of knowledge which will be stressed or overlooked in cur-
ricula. To rethink assessment procedures and criteria is 
to rethink curricular organization, and vice-versa (Fer-
nandes; Freitas, 2007, p. 13). 

In that regard, it is our understanding that assessment is (or 
should be) part of a larger, collective pedagogical endeavor; it is an en-
terprise developed by collective bodies and organizations, but also by 
the individuals who integrate them. Developing an assessment frame-
work requires considering a number of different spheres and goals (Fer-
nandes; Freitas, 2007).

In this study, our analysis is centered on a macro-level, standard-
ized exam whose aim is to evaluate the quality of Niterói’s educational 
system. Of course, this examination is also designed to assess class-
room practices: students take the exams individually and, while their 
outcomes reveal their knowledge of the topics chosen for the tests, they 
are also indicative of how schools are doing. Results are systematized 
and categorized per school so that students’ collective performance can 
also be monitored.

The impacts of macro-level assessment upon school curricula 
cannot be downplayed (Sousa, 2003). Nor can we overlook the fact that, 
as suggested by Esteban (2008), there seems to be a worldwide move-
ment back to an understanding of assessment as a quantitative process, 
that is, as a “[…] mechanism to control time, content, procedures, sub-
jects and pedagogical outcomes” in order to enhance the overall quality 
of education, here understood in terms of “[…] the knowledge conveyed 
to students and kept by them” (Esteban, 2008, p. 10).

According to the author, this consolidates a hybrid model, in 
which “[…] school contexts are awarded a certain degree of freedom, 
but pedagogical processes remain largely tethered to a previously es-
tablished product” (Esteban, 2008, p. 11). In our case, the product is 
previously established, on the one hand, by a curricular matrix; and, 
on the other, by a coursebook. Compliance is tested by an institutional 
exam given to all the students in the city, which simultaneously seeks 
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to assess students’ learning, teachers’ performance, and the quality of 
the network as a whole. All of this, of course, hinges on a model based 
on reproduction, i.e., on the implementation of policies of recognition 
(Kastrup, 2005; 2012). 

Niterói’s Educational Assessment System (SAEN) was instituted in 
2013 through Municipal Law 3.067. The system encompasses the Avaliar 
para Conhecer (“Assess to Know”) programme, in which students take 
exams in order to, as expressed by the local government, assess their 
level of knowledge. In this section, we advance our mapping of Niterói’s 
Spanish curricular policies by examining the Spanish exam given in 
2013, the year in which the SAEN was implemented.

Officially, the SAEN is predicated on the notion that the study of 
assessment outcomes can lead to the development of initiatives to im-
prove the quality of teaching. However, as sustained by Vasconcellos 
and Maurício (2018, p. 2000), although the system is supposed to assess 
more than simply how much students have learned vis-à-vis the official 
syllabus, “[…] the aspects of participation, protagonism and the wish 
to evaluate the other factors which affect educational processes […] are 
not tangible in the Context of Practice. In their everyday work, teachers 
cannot see the impacts and the ramifications of the SAEN”.

For reasons which were not made explicit in any official docu-
ments, the Spanish exam was only given to students in the 8th and 9th 
grades of Elementary Education—even though, at the time, the class 
was offered in all the grades of that level. The exam featured ten multi-
ple-choice questions with four options each, all based on texts or frag-
ments, as shown below:

Table 3 – Reproduction of Question 148

La madre naturaleza
Bibiana Emilia Poso

La madre naturaleza vivía feliz, se despertaba y el sol resplandecía, el aire acariciaba toda 
clase de plantas, el ciclo de la germinación se iniciaba con la ayuda del aire y algunos 
animales, las aves se posaban sobre los árboles y fabricaban sus nidos. [...]
Hasta que un día el desbastador apareció con su deseo de colonizar y poblar la tierra, 
con su afán de conseguir riquezas. Y empezó una ardua labor de destrucción; taló los 
arboles cerca de los ríos, contaminó las aguas con sus basuras, descubrió el petróleo y en 
su lucha de poder por las riquezas del oro negro, lo vertió en las aguas sin piedad. Tanto 
daño sobre esta pobre madre, traería fatales consecuencias. [...]
Disponible en: <http://www.encuentos.com/cuentos-cortos-sobre-conciencia-ambien-
tal/la-madre-naturaleza/>. Accedido en 10/06/2013.

Tras leer el cuento, responde a la pregunta que sigue.

En la expresión TALÓ LOS ARBOLES (2º párrafo), el verbo puede ser sustituído, mante-
niéndose su sentido, por:

A) derrumbó.
B) pinto.
C) plantó.
D) alejó.

Source: 8th grade, Book 1 (SAEN, 2013).
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Table 4 – Question 139

La solidaridad nos hace más felices

“La solidaridad nos hace más felices”, asegura el profesor Josep María Serra Grabu-
losa, de la Universidad de Barcelona. “Aunque uno a nivel individual piense que está 
haciendo poca cosa, está contribuyendo al bienestar de las personas y ESO es algo que 
se distribuye y acaba cosntruyendo una sociedad más solidaria y, por tanto, más feliz”, 
explica el científico, con una sonrisa.
(Disponible en: <http://sociedad.elpais.com/sociedad/2011/07/19/actuali-
dad/1311026411_850215.html>. Accedidido en 10/06/2013.)

La palabra ESO, destacada en el texto, se refiere a:

A) “[...] está haciendo poca cosa [...]”
B) “[...] se distribuye y acaba construyendo una sociedad más solidaria [...]”
C) “La solidaridad nos hace más felices [...]”
D) “[...] está contribuyendo al bienestar de las personas [...]”

Source: 9th grade, Book 1 (SAEN, 2013).

Interestingly, all the questions are organized in a similar fashion. 
By and large – and without initiating a more in-depth discussion on 
conceptions of reading –, the entire exam can be said to include reading 
questions based on texts or fragments pertaining to a number of dif-
ferent genres. As regards text types, the 8th-grade exam features eight 
narrative and two descriptive texts, whereas the 9th-grade exam con-
tains eight narrative and two argumentative texts. This signals a partial 
alignment with the Curricular References, which defined narration and 
argumentation, respectively, as predominant typologies in 8th and 9th 
grades.

Let us recall that, in the official curriculum, a discursive clash op-
posed a structuralist/communicative understanding of language to a 
more typological one, built upon contributions from Text Linguistics. 
In that document, from a quantitative viewpoint, tradition prevailed, 
and there was often no direct connection between lexico-grammatical 
content and the text types defined as predominant. The linearity envi-
sioned for each grade relied heavily on the progression of linguistic con-
tents. This discrepancy could also be seen in the coursebook adopted by 
the schools, which gradually introduced ever-more-complex systemic 
items while keeping them apart from genre-based work.

Considering all such factors, it can be argued that, in terms of 
foreign language assessment, the city of Niterói’s educational network 
chose to follow the standards of major national and international exams 
– such as the Prova Brasil, the PISA, or the ENEM –, rather than to align 
itself with its own curricular perspective (which, in theory, should ori-
ent both teachers’ work and students’ learning). This illuminates how 
struggles between conceptions can occur within the same educational, 
linguistic and cognitive public policies. As far as Spanish is concerned, 
the goal of the Avaliar para Conhecer programme seems to have been to 
prepare students for nationwide examinations, and not to determine to 
what extent the city’s own curricular proposal was being followed.

Spanish questions in the 2013 SAEN can be distributed as follows:
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Table 5 – Spanish Questions in the 2013 SAEN

Question emphasis 8th grade 9th grade

Grammatical knowledge 4 2

Lexical knowledge 2 2

Localizing explicit information 1 2

Localizing implicit information 1 1

Analysing connectors 2 2

Identifying references 0 1

Total 10 10

Source: Authors’ own elaboration.

Table 5 reiterates the discrepancy between assessment and cur-
ricular orientations, insofar as the contents (or skills) tested in the ques-
tions do not reflect the network’s guidelines. This changes when we look 
at cognitive policies: in both cases, what prevails is an understanding 
of the world as a pre-given entity, with speakers and languages kept 
apart. The exam also adheres to a structuralist view of language, since 
texts are only present in order for students to locate references; extract 
explicit or implicit information; and employ their lexico-grammatical 
knowledge to identify systemic linguistic elements or analyse connec-
tors. There is no room left for students to construct themselves as read-
ers who, by means of the interlocution engendered by reading practices, 
co-participate in meaning-making,

Texts are not used to assess whether students have learned the 
contents prescribed by the official curriculum, or even by the select-
ed coursebook. Reading is approached superficially, and there are no 
questions tackling how the texts are organized or dwelling on the sub-
ject matters which participate in the exercise of citizenship. All of this 
suggests that the exam does not abide by the official discourse which 
states that Spanish teaching is part of a critical, emancipatory enter-
prise. Furthermore, most of the texts revolve around subject matters 
which do not correspond to the ones in the Curricular References, and, 
even when there is a connection, the themes themselves are not directly 
emphasized. Finally, the questions do not explore the aforementioned 
skills of citizenship or the selected linguistic contents.

In conclusion, the official educational policies of the network 
bring together contrasting understanding of language and teaching – 
i.e., clashing linguistic policies. At the same time, such policies can all 
be understood as reiterating the same cognitive policy, based on the re-
production of previously established forms of knowledge. Intersections 
between curricula and assessment are informed by these different ways 
of conceptualizing language and teaching. While the network’s pro-
posal may strike us as a thoughtless assemblage, we believe it is best 
understood as the upshot of an ongoing competition between, on the 
one hand, conventional pedagogical understandings and, on the other, 
educational policies derived from contexts such as the PNLD and large-
scale examinations.
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Final Remarks

The purpose of this text was to map the policies involved in the 
implementation of Spanish in Niterói’s municipal schools. These poli-
cies are informed by discursive positionings which propagate specific 
views on Basic Education and foreign language teaching, thereby cham-
pioning specific formative enterprises. In the interest of shedding light 
upon these conflicts, our first cartographic step consisted in examining 
the discursive field with which we are concerned, namely, the field of 
educational and curricular policies in foreign language teaching. Then, 
as we circumscribed our discursive space, we centered our analysis on 
three documentary utterances. 

We believe that the formulation, implementation and consolida-
tion of educational and curricular policies all unfold amidst clashes and 
conflicts which, over time, gradually construct a curricular component 
in Brazilian schools. Analysing the specific case of Spanish can help 
us to understand how the language was, alternatively and at adjoining 
historical moments, given a rather official status (through its inclusion 
in laws at different levels) and made remarkably fragile by means of its 
complete removal from national educational policies. 

Our cartography shows that Spanish still struggles to construct an 
effective place for itself—at least in Niterói’s municipal schools, where it 
is a compulsory curricular component for the third and fourth cycles of 
Elementary Education. Any knowledge which enters a classroom does 
so as the outcome of a political-discursive struggle; as such, it is neces-
sarily provisional. However, other curricular components can be said 
to display a greater sense of alignment between their official guidelines 
and their assessment procedures.

Our trajectory revealed a panorama in which structuralist or 
communicative views of foreign language teaching tend to be favored. 
Language is oftentimes divorced from its role in the construction of 
subjectivities, realities, social relations and worldviews, as well as in 
the production of otherness. To restate a point made at the beginning: 
if the teaching of Spanish gained momentum and became official on 
account of its relevance for the Mercosul (i.e., an essentially economic 
enterprise), then it is no wonder that a more utilitarian view of language 
currently prevails. The same happens with English, a language often 
described as business oriented.

Such policies should be understood as consequences of a contem-
porary, provisional discursive stability which defines that education, 
in lieu of engaging in the construction of a more equal society, should 
channel its efforts into producing a non-critical workforce. The way 
English is overvalued, for example, by the recent High School (dis)refor-
mation and by the National Common Curricular Core (BNCC), reinforc-
es such discourses: not only because these are centralizing measures, 
but because they reflect a homogenizing, antidemocratic project – the 
massive training of market-ready workers. 
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This scenario illustrates how fragile Spanish and other foreign 
languages remain in curricula. If we wish to change this situation, de-
bate is paramount: not in order to strengthen a particular curricular 
component, or to further particular theoretical understandings, but to 
reflect on “[…] why go to school, what must be learned, what we wish to 
know” (Fernandes; Freitas, 2007, p. 36).  

There is a long road ahead. We hope this paper may have contrib-
uted with ongoing discussions which bring Education and Language 
Studies together. Our overriding goal was to enhance our critical un-
derstanding of how educational policies are constructed, implemented, 
and consolidated; of how they impact pedagogical practices; and of 
how different, competing discourses assign different meanings to Basic 
Education. On a more optimistic note, we hope we have been able to 
encourage the creation of policies based not on recognition, but on re-
invention (Kastrup, 2005), with students positioned as protagonists who 
can produce meanings about the world and about their own existence 
in it.

Translated by Robledo Cabral
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Notes

1 On that issue, we recommend the work of Souza (2019) and Giorgi et al. (2018).

2 We understand linguistic education as an assemblage of practices experienced 
by subjects, in a range of social spaces, which add to the construction of lin-
guistic knowledge and involve usage, beliefs, norms, prejudice etc.

3 This is a principle of cartographic research which orients the relationship 
between researchers, research objects and research subjects. The goal is to 
outline a common plan of participation which can guide investigations. This 
interventionist principle also reflects researchers’ commitment to participating 
in the construction of a world in which differences can co-exist in a communal 
space (Barros; Kastrup, 2012).

4 An organ of Spain’s Ministry of Education which seeks to foster the study of 
Spanish around the world.

5 To learn more about resistance to the Institute’s interventions, please see: 
<https://espanholdobrasil.wordpress.com>.

6 The authors of this paper integrated that group.

7 While this text addresses the prescriptive nature of curricula utterances, we 
understand that curricula materialize in classrooms, where social subjects, 
their experience and values interact and clash with officialized forms of know-
ing in the situated process of knowledge construction (Arroyo, 2011).

8 Question 14 presents excerpts from a text titled “Mother Nature”: a short story 
about how human beings, greedily driven by a thirst for power, gradually de-
stroyed nature. The text states that, before human beings arrived and brought 
about destruction, nature was joyful and its elements co-existed harmoniously. 
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The question asks students to locate an expression in the text – “cut the trees” 
– and select the verb which could adequately substitute the one in the verb 
phrase. The options are: chop, paint, plant, drive away.

9 Question 13 presents a paragraph taken from a journalistic text named “Soli-
darity makes us happier”. The text states that, according to professor Josep 
María Serra Grabulosa, acts of solidarity promote collective welfare, thereby 
producing a happier, more generous society. Students are asked to identify a 
word – “THIS” – and trace its reference. The options quote different fragments 
from the text.
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